2015 RADIO WINNERS
CATEGORY
Drama

ORGANIZATION
Japan Broadcasting Corporation
(NHK)
Japan

ENTRY TITLE
Blue Skies and a
Shooting Star

Documentary

British Broadcasting Corporation
(BBC)
United Kingdom

The Ghostly Voices of
WW1

News Reporting

Radio Television Hong Kong
(RTHK)
Hong Kong

Set Free My Childhood

Community Service Announcement

All India Radio (AIR)
India

Stand beside them

REMARKS
Naoko and Shogo lost their
20-year-old son in a tragic
accident. Their relationship
had been built around their
son and now they were left
with the realization that they
knew very little about each
other. Can they come to
accept their son’s death and
love each other again as
husband and wife?
Extraordinary journey to
uncover the untold story of a
century old voice recordings
of thousands of Asian soldiers
in the First World War. In an
Indian village at Himalayan
foothills, ninety years old
former Ghurkha soldier
breaks down crying, as he
listens to his dead father
reciting poetry. As Keizer
was getting ready for World
Domination, a group of
German scientists were
closely observing the Asian
prisoners.
"Give children the best
learning opportunities, so that
they can “win at the starting
line”’ — such is the mantra for
many a parent in Hong Kong.
The report aims to probe into
the physical and mental
impacts of intensive training
on preschool children, to
analyse parents’ mentality
and struggles, to raise public
awareness, and to prompt a
question in the society: is
Hong Kong sick?"
Child Labour has been a
global concern for a long
time. Dreams and childhood
of millions of children world
over, more so in developing
countries, are being shattered
because of rapacious
employers whether Industries,
factories or small scale units.
Many of them indulge in
hazardous practices with utter
disregard to the dignity and
well-being of children and
their tender age. At many
places, children are exploited
physically, mentally and
morally. The issue was
racking a producer's
sensibilities in me for quite a
long time. But when I listened
to the addresses of India's
Nobel Prize winners Mr.
Kailash Satyarthi and
Pakistan's Ms. Malala
Yusufzai at the award
presentation ceremony calling
the world to end this evil, I got
inspired to produce this
programme.

Interactive Programme

RTPRC | China Radio International
(CRI)
China

Teresa Teng And I

On Air Personality

Radio Television Malaysia (RTM) |
TraxxFM
Malaysia

Face To Face :
Beauty - How Far Will
You Go To Look Good

Special Jury Prize

BNNRC | Community Radio `Radio
Pollikontho, fm 99.2
Bangladesh

Tobuo Shopno (Ray of
Hope)

This year marks the 20th
anniversary of Asia's famous
singer Teresa Teng's death.
In order to commemorate her
contributions and her
tremendous impact on the
Chinese mainland, China
Radio International interacted
with many fans from around
the world and produced the
special programme 'Teresa
Teng and I
How far would you go to look
good that’s the focus of the
live talk show face to face
with award winning presenter
Philomena Pragasam. Face
to Face was introduced to the
Malaysian airwaves in 2014.
The programme has featured
many hot issues such as
terrorism, the haze divorce,
gender inequality. Face to
Face has been quite
influential in forming public
opinion and is widely
acclaimed by Malaysians
Now a days Autism is an
alarming matter. Never put an
autistic child in to box. Let
them free as if he/she can fly
live bird in the sky. Because
Autism is not a disease. It is
an expression of special
personality and also limitation
of neurological growth.

2015 RADIO COMMENDED
ENTRIES
CATEGORY
Drama

ORGANIZATION
Radio New Zealand (RNZ)
New Zealand

ENTRY TITLE
Te Awarua

Documentary

Korean Broadcasting System
(KBS)
Republic of Korea

KBS Global Korean
Network Reunification
Special – The Way from
Romania to North Korea:
Episode 1 – Georgeta
Mircioiu’s dictionary

News Reporting

RTPRC | China National Radio
(CNR)
China

The Retrial of the Huugjilt
Case

Community Service Announcement

Radio Television Hong Kong
(RTHK)
Hong Kong

Colourful Neighbours

On Air Personality

Islamic Republic of Iran
Broadcasting (IRIB)
Islamic Republic of Iran

Ab o Tab

REMARKS
The importance of French,
English and Māori languages
in ‘Te Awarua’ meant the
actors had to be proficient in
the native tongue of their
character. So foreign is war
to modern New Zealanders
that much of the recording
was spent exploring the
world of The Great War and
its emotional effects on both
soldiers and civilians. The
play revolves around a
victorious moment in New
Zealand history but is
ultimately about the damage
inflicted by war on all who
are touched by it.

The Inner Mongolia Higher
People’s Court announced
on December 15, 2014 that
Huugjilt, an 18-year-old man
who was tried and, convicted
and eventually executed for
murder and rape back in
1996, was found not guilty
after a retrial. This news
program follows the process
of amending the judgment,
the accused’s family’s
reaction, plus a detailed
analysis of the holes in
China’s current legal system.

Special Jury Prize

The Voice of Vietnam (VOV)
Vietnam

Ha Noi International
Choir

The « Hanoi international
choir » is a report on a
musical community of expats
living in Hanoi, Vietnam. The
reporter invites radio
listeners to one of the
community’s rehearsals to
feel their passion for music,
and see their efforts of
singing in Vietnamese, which
is a way for the singers to
better understand
Vietnamese culture.

